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Review text:
Discontinuous Galerkin (DG) methods have the disadvantage that the dimension of the piecewise polynomial
space is much larger than the dimension of the conforming finite element method. To overcome this situation,
it is suitable to use hybridizable discontinuous Galerkin (HDG) methods. HDG methods are developed
recently by some authors. The idea of HDG methods are DG methods in which it is possible to introduce
new variables on the boundary of elements such that the solution inside each element can be computed
in terms of these new variables. In this paper the authors derive new error estimates for a hybridizable
discontinuous Galerkin scheme applied to the Helmholtz equation. They also provide several numerical
results justifying these new error estimates. An interesting observation is that, after eliminating the internal
element degrees of freedom, the condition number of the condensed hybridized system is seen to be almost
independent of the wave number.
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